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0. Background    
 

 
THE BIG PICTURE  

 
 
The conversation within impact investing seems more focused on what impact investing can deliver for 
investors as opposed to what it can deliver to the enterprises and the end-communities being impacted.1 
Part of this is the result of impact investing entering the financial mainstream, where investors are seeking 
market rate returns or higher. Here, impact itself is seen through a simplified short-term lens, framed as 
quantified outputs comparable to financial metrics. 
 
While the increase in traction of impact investing is promising to see, we would like to take a step back to 
think about what the successful development of impact investing could be beyond just increasing the capital 
deployed to the space. How can we harness the full potential of impact investing as a tool for change?   
From our perspective, good impact investing is when we can maximise social impact on the most 
marginalised - to achieve equitable development. Meanwhile, transformative impact investing is when we 
can go beyond delivering outputs that positively affect communities, to creating inclusive processes and 
practices that empower communities from the get-go.  
 
This fits within the larger context of conversations and movements on the transition from our current 
extractive economy to a regenerative economy.2 The questions we investigate in this report stem from this 
larger question: how can impact investing usher in a regenerative economy as opposed to feeding an 
economy based on extraction?  

 
1 https://s3.amazonaws.com/oxfam-us/www/static/media/files/dp-impact-investing-030417-en.pdf  
2 Kate Raworth Doughnut Economics (2017); Charles Eisenstein Sacred Economics: Money, Gift & Society in the Age of Transition (2011); 
Daniel Christian Wahl  Designing Regenerative Cultures (2016).   
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To answer these big questions, we are situating this study within the context of India. We conducted this 
study to explore the good and transformative practices within the growing impact investing landscape in 
India.  
 

FOCUS OF THIS STUDY  
 

 
Given the scale of social and environmental challenges confronting India, impact investing - investing to 
generate not only positive financial returns but also social and environmental returns – holds immense 
potential. The impact investing ecosystem has grown considerably over the past few years, in terms of the 
capital deployed and the number of stakeholders engaging with impact.3  
 
However, in India as in other geographies there is also an ever-expanding distance between investors, social 
purpose organisations and the communities that are being impacted, and there are also worries about 
“impact washing”, i.e., making impact-focused claims without the evidence to back it up.  
 

 
We were curious to get a sense of how stakeholders within the impact ecosystem in India are thinking about 
and approaching impact, specifically how they are learning about and engaging with the communities that 
are most affected by the issues they are seeking to tackle. We embarked on a listening tour, speaking to a 
range of impact-focused stakeholders — funders, asset managers, intermediaries, and social purpose 
organisations — to understand their approaches, best practices and challenges in hearing and integrating 
end-user and community voices in the design, deployment, and measurement of their work. 
 
We also sought to learn about the relationships between these different stakeholders: how the terms and 
processes of these relationships, and the ecosystem more broadly, served to facilitate or impede their ability 

 
3 https://ashaimpact.com/Admin/CMS/PDF/IIC%20Asha%20Impact%20Report_The%20India%20Impact%20Investing%20Story_June%2 
02020.pdf   
 

KEY FOCUS: END-COMMUNITIES 
 
We refer to ‘end-communities’ and ‘end-users’ to mean the people and communities 
receiving support or benefit as a result of impact interventions, often referred to as 
‘end-beneficiaries’. This is an incohesive, large population segment, with experiences 
and challenges that vary considerably. Broadly speaking ‘end-communities’ are 
underserved or marginalised in at least one, and more likely a combination of economic, 
social, cultural aspects. This includes: Base of Pyramid (BoP), rural populations, 
scheduled castes and tribes, populations with limited education and more.  
 
Apart from the social impact case of including end-communities more meaningfully, we 
believe there is also a strong business case for including end-users and communities. 
There is a lot of literature about the efficacy of ‘people-led’ development – that it is 
more sustainable, relevant, and effective. In the context of India, given the vastness and 
diversity of the country, involving end-users and communities also makes a lot of 
business sense as it is difficult for an impact investor based in a city to understand the 
full extent of challenges confronting varied communities, and may help lower 
transaction costs, though these will be investigated further in this study.  These 
communities are often best placed to share insights on the ground realities and practical 
considerations that must be known to design sustainable and effective solutions. 
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to pursue long-term, systemic impact. We also explored the current and prospective scope for collaboration 
between impact investing and philanthropy to drive transformative change, given that they need to work 
hand in hand to address development challenges in India. 
 
This study was exploratory. It has been driven by our own desire to pose and lean into difficult questions that 
are not often openly discussed, yet crucial to the intentional development of the impact ecosystem. We 
hope this report can be another step in facilitating more thoughts, sharing and collaboration on these 
questions: 

 
The purpose of this study is the following:   
 
1. Provide a snapshot of the impact investing landscape in India in terms of engagement with end-

communities and philanthropy. 
 

• In Section 1: we have provided a brief overview of the impact investing landscape in India, 
drawing on secondary research as well as our conversations with stakeholders.   

• In Sections 2 and 3: we present insights on how the asset managers and social purpose 
organisations we spoke with are approaching impact, specifically their direct and indirect 
engagement with end-users and communities 

2. Provide recommendations to ensure that capital flows, structures, and processes are more equitable 
than the traditional financial markets - meeting needs of social purpose organisations, reaching and 
empowering marginalised groups. 
 

• In Section 4:  we provide recommendations on community engagement based on insights shared 
in our conversations with stakeholders. Section 9 offers further tools and resources to facilitate 
bottom-up, participatory practices. 

• In Section 5: we dive deeper into highlighting the challenges in the current investment processes 
and share some recommendations and best practices shared by social purpose organisations. 

• In Section 6: we look into the impact measurement practices and key challenges shared by 
investors and SPOs. 

• In Section 7: we explore the potential for greater collaboration between impact investing and 
philanthropy to drive long-term systemic change.  

 
We’ve collated the findings and proposed recommendations here for everyone who has participated in the 
research. This study is undertaken on a personal basis so please feel free to repurpose any of the content 
from this study for your own purposes. We would welcome any ideas around dissemination, if you find any 
of the findings and recommendations interesting. 
 

KEY RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

• How can stakeholders, both funders and social purpose organisations, be better 
informed about the challenges on the ground to be able to work towards long-term 
systems change? 

• How can end-users and affected communities better inform and be part of the 
design, deployment, management, and measurement of impact interventions? 

• How can impact investing work in collaboration with philanthropy to drive long-term 
systems change? 
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METHODOLOGY   
 

 
This study is based on interviewing social ecosystem stakeholders. Based on the focus of the study outlined 
above, the primary stakeholder groups interviewed are: 16 Impact investors — primarily asset managers as 
well as a handful of family offices and Development Finance Institutions (DFIs), 11 Social Purpose 
Organisations and 7 Intermediaries. We have also interviewed 3 Foundations and 7 Media organisations, for 
reasons we will explain in this section.   
 
Given the exploratory nature of this study, we have taken an action research approach in the sense that 
interview questions and research inquiries evolved. We focused on stakeholders that have expressed being 
intentional in their strategy and approach to impact. The sample for the investors is based on our personal 
contacts and desk research. For the nonprofits and social enterprises, it is based on our personal contacts 
and reviewing lists compiled by ecosystem players such as UnLtd India and Ashoka. 
 
The foundations have been only a small part of the study. Initially we were keen on conducting this study on 
the philanthropy landscape as well, to understand how donors and nonprofits are learning about and 
connecting to the communities they are seeking to serve. However, given the magnitude of the 
philanthropic landscape, we chose not to try and cover it in as much depth. We had just a few conversations 
with donors and intermediaries, and several more conversations with nonprofits who empower 
communities through participatory approaches. Their approaches have informed section 4 and 6 of this 
study, in particular.  
 
Media organisations have also been a small part of the study, and they are included given that they are great 
sources of intelligence into issues faced by different communities across India and have a wealth of 
experience in considering community engagement. We were curious to examine whether they have 
interacted with the impact investing sector, and to gather some best practices for community engagement.   
 

DEFINITIONS   
 

 
End-communities - The people and communities receiving support or benefit as a result of impact 
interventions, often referred to ‘end-beneficiaries’. We have chosen to do away with the term beneficiaries 
in an attempt to encourage participatory approaches that engage with communities as equal stakeholders.   

Social Purpose Organisations (SPOs) - Enterprises that have a social mission embedded within their model 
and may either be for-profit, nonprofit or have a hybrid structure.   

Asset Managers - In this report references to asset managers pertain specifically to professionals within 
private equity (PE) and venture capital (VC) investment firms.   

Intermediaries - Service providers to either or both funders and social purpose organisations. The 
intermediaries we spoke to include incubators/accelerators, consulting and advisory firms.   

Funders - Capital allocators who may be investors, seeking a financial return, or donors, seeking no financial 
return.  

 
Below is also a list of acronyms that were used frequently in the report:  

Community-based organisations (CBOs)  

Self-Help Group (SHGs)  

Base of the Pyramid (BoP)  

Gender-based violence (GBV)  

Measurement & Evaluation (M&E)  
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1. Impact Investing Landscape in India    
 

 
This section provides some background to the impact investing landscape to situate the findings, as well as 
highlights the rationale behind our study. 
 

HOW BIG IS THE IMPACT INVESTING MARKET?   
 

 
Impact investing has been growing in India, with more capital being invested in social enterprises. From 2010 
to 2019, around $10.8 billion has been deployed into 586 social enterprises in India, increasing from $323 
million in 2010 to $2.7 billion in 2019. However, the increase in capital being deployed to impact investing 
can also be explained through the broadening of the definition of what is considered an impact investment. 
Approximately $3.5 billion of the total deployed into social enterprises was from mainstream VC and PE 
investors, who may not have any impact criteria for these investments.4 
 
According to the landscape report of impact investing in India by Brookings Institution (2019), it is estimated 
that there are approximately 30 impact investing firms (PE and VC) – those that are intentional about 
generating social returns alongside financial returns.5 As of 2018, assets under management varied between 
$0.15 million to $88.97 million, averaging at $36 million.  
 
Most of the capital deployed to impact investments in India is from foreign investors. There are a total of 
about 50 prominent impact investment funds active in India, and GIIN estimates that approximately 80% are 
based outside the country.6 This is often a strategy to avoid issues related to taxation and repatriation. 
Endowments are the largest source of impact investments by foreign investors, followed by Development 
Finance Institutions (DFIs). 
 
The average ticket size increased from $5 million in 2010 to $17 million in 2019, the jump seen most 
drastically from 2017. The total number of deals have increased from 62 to 152 in the same period.7 
 

WHAT ARE IMPACT INVESTORS INVESTING IN?  
 

 
According to Brookings Institution (2019), half of the impact investors in India had average investments 
above $20 million for FY 2019.8 Of these investments, nearly 75% of impact investors made equity 
investments in portfolio companies, followed by 17% that made pure debt investments and 8% who made 
debt, equity & blended instrument investments.  
 
Most investors (10 out of 13 surveyed) stated that they invested in portfolio companies in early stages, i.e., 
seed or series A. However, there has been a shift in this trend with considerable investments in mid and 
growth stages.9 For example, an investor interviewed by the Brookings team stated that the firm invests 
between $1 million to $2 million in the first round and up to $10 million over the lifecycle of a company. 
Impact bonds, a specific form of outcome-based or payment-for-success contracting that often employs 

 
4 https://ashaimpact.com/Admin/CMS/PDF/IIC%20Asha%20Impact%20Report_The%20India%20Impact%20Investing%20Story_June%2 
02020.pdf   
5 https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-promise-of-impact-investing-in-india/   
6 https://thegiin.org/assets/documents/pub/South%20Asia%20Landscape%20Study%202015/India_GIIN_southasia.pdf    
7https://ashaimpact.com/Admin/CMS/PDF/IIC%20Asha%20Impact%20Report_The%20India%20Impact%20Investing%20Story_June%2 
02020.pdf 
8 https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-promise-of-impact-investing-in-india/ 
9https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-promise-of-impact-investing-in-india/   
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upfront impact investment capital, is also growing in India. While Impact bonds in India remain at a nascent 
stage, with two contracted in education and one in healthcare, they are growing in popularity and interest.  
 

HOW DOES IMPACT INVESTING IN INDIA COMPARE TO OTHER EMERGING MARKETS?  
 

 
A 3-country Oxfam study on impact investing covering India, Kenya and Mexico has found the following 
attributes that distinguish India from other emerging markets:10 

 
✓ The impact investing ecosystem in India appeared more robust and localised than those in Kenya and 

Mexico.   

✓ A considerable amount of private domestic capital connects more entrepreneurs to the market.   

✕ However, there is little clarity about what differentiates venture capital and private equity from 
impact investing (other than additional reporting requirements). 

✕ There is some fear that impact investing may have a similar effect as the microfinance movement did: 
good intentions that end up with unintended consequences.   

✕ Barriers to adequate legal structures are most concerning, particularly around the symbolic and 
substantive differences between NGO/non-profit and for-profit/limited liability company structures. 
The structure either enables or constrains opportunities for different sources of investment.  

 
THOUGHTS ON IMPACT INVESTING IN INDIA  

 
 
Among most asset managers we interviewed, there is a sense of excitement about the growth of impact 
investments in India, but there is also a sense that in the bargain there is a lot of impact washing going on. 
Most asset managers interviewed feel that more people are calling themselves “impact investors”. The 
sector is becoming more mainstream, but also shallower with no clear demarcation of impact versus non-
impact.  
  

“Over the past 3-4 years the demarcation between impact first and finance first has been diminishing. 
Agriculture is considered impact, but it isn’t always necessarily. Many funds that started out as pure-play 

impact drifted to finance first. Marriage between impact-first and finance-first investors doesn't work unless 
impact is given up. We need global policies and use cases that people can follow for impact investing in 

India.” 
  

“For-profit capital masquerading as impact capital - just because someone invests in health and education - 
e.g. teaching coding to high-income kids doesn’t make something high-impact. Negative screening should not 

count as impact.” 
  

“With mainstreaming of impact, there is more impact washing than 5-7 years ago. 90% of the impact 
investment market expects market rate returns.”  

  
“Over 5-6 years impact investing has gained a lot of traction - investors we have in our funds are asking about 

impact [...]It gives prominence and voice to impact investing which didn’t exist earlier; but it is not good [in 
the sense that] impact is becoming fashionable, mainstream funds just want to position themselves as 

impact. It may dilute the concept of impact investing.” 
  

 
10 https://oxfamilibrary.openrepository.com/bitstream/handle/10546/620861/rr-demand-side-impact-investing-
040919en.pdf.pdf;jsessionid=F081BC41994507C18B9B32354E0944D3?sequence=1   
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Our interviewees and research have pointed to the fact the mainstreaming of impact investing has resulted 
in the investment funds becoming larger, investing in larger ticket sizes and shorter time horizons. This is the 
case for some of the asset managers we interviewed; as they raise new funds, they have moved to larger 
ticket sizes, serving medium-sized enterprises, and trying to exit in 3-4 years’ time. But the kind of capital 
provided is different from the needs of most of the social sector. As one funder puts it: 
 

“In the impact sector, things move very slowly, and they would not be able to absorb the amount of capital, 
and then even after they can absorb, it will take 5-7 years to exit.”  

  
Is impact investing the victim of its own success? It seems that the mainstreaming of impact investing has 
partly been because of the early successes - India is one of the few markets in the world with a large number 
of impact investment exits; there were 48 recorded exits between 2010 and 2015 - a relatively high number 
compared to other regions. Another reason is also because of fund economics, as one asset manager 
conveyed to us: 
 

“Asset managers say they are reaching the missing middle but in reality, the fund economics prevents this. 
Investors don’t want to pay more than a 2% management fee, so the size of the fund must be increased as 

well as the average investments in companies. Investors will lose money targeting the missing middle.”  
 
Another investor also admitted that while most impact investors would like to invest in the more 
economically deprived states such as Bihar, the most attractive investment options come from more 
developed regions, and the more developed regions are where they have channelled the most investment. 
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2. ASSET MANAGERS   
 

 
This section provides summarised insights from asset managers regarding their approach to impact, 
investment criteria and engagement with end-users and communities. 
 

APPROACH TO IMPACT  
 

 
The asset managers we spoke with say that there is growing traction in impact investing in India and 
investors are increasingly asking about impact. 
 
From our research and conversations, most impact asset managers in India apply the same processes as 
mainstream asset managers with an added impact lens to filter investments. They seek to offer investors 
competitive market rate returns or higher. These firms are keen to make sure they are not seen as 
philanthropic in their strategy and approach, and they emphasize the rigour of their financial analysis and 
investment criteria. 
 
One impact asset manager describes their approach as the following, “It is pertinent to understand that 
impact investing is investing with impact as a backdrop. When we evaluate deals, we are focused on financial 
metrics, as strongly other funds would. Impact is another filter - before we go into financial metrics”. For this 
firm impact must be embedded in the business model of the company and their beneficiaries could be any 
person from low-income communities. 

RETURNS ACHIEVED BY IMPACT INVESTORS  
 

The majority of impact investors in India, 67%, surveyed by Brookings achieved above 
market returns (assumed to be 12.5% based on Sensex), 42% received returns of 20% or 
higher, and only 25% of investors said they achieved below market rate returns of around 
5-10%.11 The Brookings study did not ask investors what type of returns they were 
seeking. One of the interviewees for our study mentioned that their sense is that 90% of 
impact investors are actually looking for market rate returns.   

A few impact asset managers describe themselves as more aligned with philanthropy than impact investing 
or falling somewhere between venture philanthropy and impact investing. They prioritize impact returns 
over financial returns through the use of patient capital and include practices such as encouraging their social 
enterprises not to pay dividends to external shareholders. 
 

 
11 https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/The-promise-of-impact-investing-in-India.pdf p. 18  
 

Spotlight: Dual Strategy 

An impact investor in India is trying to follow both a finance first strategy and an impact 
first strategy (ecosystem building) through their tandem structure. They set up a 
nonprofit alongside an LLC from Day 1. However, their nonprofit does not give grants 
but is more a think tank, focused on beneficiary and sectoral analysis. They feel this is 
important as without the split, “you will always be inclined to do more towards 
investment.” This corresponds also to other interviewees commenting that the tensions 
between maximising financial returns and social impact often means that the latter is 
compromised. 
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INVESTMENT CRITERIA   
 

 
All of the asset managers we spoke with distinguish between their fund impact — impact that they can have 
as investors into social enterprises — versus portfolio impact — impact that their investees have on the 
customers and communities that they work with. 
 
Fund Impact  
The following are the main Fund impact criteria that emerged from our conversations:  
 
● Target Demographic  

Small and medium enterprises. From the conversations it is evident that funds find it difficult to 
target micro enterprises, given the higher risk and different capital requirements compared to 
SMEs.   

● Catalytic Capital    

Some impact asset managers invest in companies as the first institutional investor, taking on 
higher risk in working with a team that has little to no experience working with professional 
investors. In working with such companies, asset managers provide value by professionalising the 
team and attracting more follow-on capital from other institutional investors. However, this 
strategy is not appealing to all firms. One firm says they invest in disruptive tech companies that 
are considered high risk, helping them attract more investors. 

● Sectoral Focus   

One of the ‘impact-first’ firms we spoke with says they chose their particular issue area to focus 
on because the ecosystem has become crowded, and they wanted to be intentional in choosing 
an underserved area. Other firms say they chose not to invest in some issue areas based on 
commercial viability. Education and rural healthcare were not commercially viable for some. 
However, according to industry data, education and healthcare are still among the top sectors 
where impact investments are being made in India.12 
 

MSMEs: Although Micro, Small and Medium Size enterprises are often lumped together as MSME, micro 
enterprises have vastly different challenges and capital requirements and make up the majority of entities in 
India. According to research by Dun and Bradstreet, for every 100 entities in India, 95 are micro, four are 
small or medium, and less than one is large.13 14 

 

Enterprise size   Investment in plant, machinery:    Annual Turnover   

Micro    < Rs. 1 crore ($138k)  < Rs. 5 crore ($689k)  

Small   < Rs. 10 crore ($1.4m)  < Rs.50 crore ($6.9m)  

Medium  < Rs. 50 crore (($6.9m)  < Rs. 250 crore ($34.5m)  

 
 

12 https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/The-promise-of-impact-investing-in-India.pdf p.19  
13 https://www.dnb.co.in/perspective/thought-leadership/breaking-barriers-in-msmes-scaling-up#   
14 https://msme.gov.in/know-about-msme   
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Investee Impact  
The following are the recurring broad criteria for investee impact that fund managers gravitate towards: 
 
● Customer Demographic 

Lower-income populations, remote geographies, “the next billion”, “the last mile”. 

● SPOs Potential to Scale 

This is a key criterion for ‘finance-first’ firms, in terms of increasing the number of customers. 
Some firms focus on structure-oriented scale, by finding companies with the tech and innovation 
that have the potential to change the way the entire sector behaves. 

 
ENGAGEMENT WITH END-USERS AND COMMUNITIES   

 
 
All the asset managers we spoke to said field visits were conducted (before Covid-19) during their pre-
investment due diligence to meet the companies where they are operating and better understand their 
product/service. Most of the asset managers we spoke to conduct these field visits themselves, although a 
few use third parties. During these visits, team members speak with customers to evaluate their views on 
the impact of their investees’ product/service. Around half of the firms also speak to community members 
outside of the investees’ customer base. Typical modes of engagement with customers and community 
members include interviews, surveys, and more informal conversations during visits. 
 
Asset managers noted the following challenges and best practices in gaining insights from customers and 
communities: 
 
● Rural-urban divides - Establishing trust is challenging and people are not always open about their 

grievances. It is important to show that you understand their challenges. 

● Language barriers - The diversity of languages spoken in India means that teams need to have command 
of multiple languages to overcome language barriers during field work or rely on translators. 

● Bias - Engaging with customers and communities independently of social enterprises is necessary, given 
the potential of bias if customers and communities are referred to by enterprises. 

 
All the asset managers we spoke to emphasised that they rely on SPOs being best placed to address the 
needs of the end-users and communities they are working within. One investor mentioned that they did an 
impact report, where they talked directly to a sample of end-users, for the first time after over a decade of 
investing.  
 
While asset managers seek entrepreneurs who have an understanding of the communities they are 
operating in and their customers, they don’t always rely on the entrepreneurs coming from the communities 
they are working with. Firms note that entrepreneurs typically come to understand the problems they are 
solving. From the conversations we had there is a perceived correlation between an entrepreneur’s 
professionalism and them being based in cities where they are able to have more exposure to best practices 
in running a business and network with investors.    
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3. SOCIAL PURPOSE ORGANISATIONS (SPOS)  
 

 
This section provides summarised insights from SPOs regarding their approach to impact and engagement 
with end-users and communities. It is a short section as more insights from SPOs can be found in the 
following sections.  
 

APPROACH TO IMPACT   
 

 
We spoke with 11 social purpose organisations, ranging from non-profit, for-profit and hybrid organisations. 
Some are within the first year of operations, while others are more established industry veterans. 
 
Given the scope of our study, we intentionally researched and sought out SPOs that work closely with the 
end-communities that they are seeking to support. The enterprises directly employ people from 
underserved/marginalised communities, and/or provide products and services for them. Most of the 
organisations we spoke with target or work with rural communities. Sectors and issues range from rural 
infrastructure and energy access, access to sustainable products/services, livelihoods for artisans, 
crowdsourced data collection and mobilisation against gender-based violence (GBV).  
 

ENGAGEMENT WITH END-USERS AND COMMUNITIES   
 

 
There are different levels of engagement with customers and communities pursued by the SPOs we 
interviewed. However, they all place primacy on spending time on the ground to understand the local 
context and hear from the people they are seeking to help. Many of the organisations we spoke to engage 
with communities not as ‘beneficiaries’ but key, if not equal, stakeholders, by consulting them or co-
designing and co-producing interventions with them. 
 
Similarly to asset managers, SPOs that work with rural communities highlight the challenges in building trust 
and encouraging people to share their views and stories. People can feel disempowered and vulnerable to 
open up. They are sceptical of the visitors’ intentions having experienced being the target of many prior 
interventions. 
 
Beyond seeking to speak to local stakeholders to understand the contexts and challenges, the SPOs and 
media platforms we spoke with deeply value and look towards the wisdom and skills held within the 
communities. One of the points that was articulated several times in our conversations was that those based 
in urban areas often have preconceived notions of what is valuable and disregard different forms of local 
knowledge, wisdom, and skills. 
 
SPOs working with artisans highlighted that while some of the end-users may be illiterate, they have 
incredible skills that have been passed down through generations and are at risk of being lost. Meanwhile, 
an SPO that employs rural women as entrepreneurs, relies on these women’s intricate knowledge of the 
needs within her village to provide feedback on which products to sell, the design of products, as well as 
women’s social networks to build and maintain a customer base.  
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT    
 

 
There are a number of suggestions and best practices that have been shared by SPOs, intermediaries and 
journalists to meaningfully engage with communities. We have categorised these across the different levels 
of engagement that may be pursued by stakeholders. We have taken inspiration from the ladder of 
participation15 and grouped these as: listening, consulting/engaging, co-designing/co-producing and 
community-led/exiting to the community16. These levels of engagement are cumulative, so the key 
considerations for listening carry forth to consulting/engaging. 
 
While impact investors may not always have a direct role in engaging with end-communities, their 
investment terms and process can serve to help or hinder SPOs in meaningfully engaging with end-users and 
communities. Investors should consider the levels of engagement below through their investment timeline.    
 
Engagement levels can broadly be categorised into: 
 

 
 

LISTENING  
 

 
Stakeholders hear from communities to understand the context and challenges. At this stage stakeholders 
may not be consulting communities —asking for their views and feedback. The information shared by 
communities may not necessarily be used to inform organisational or investment strategies, but more as a 
check of compatibility. 
 
Anshu Gupta, Founder and Director of nonprofit Goonj notes the necessity of listening and valuing insights 
from communities: “The biggest problem of the donation mindset is you give what you have but not what 
people need...My university has been the villages of India.” 
 
Currently, there are efforts to listen to communities at the beginning and the end of the interventions. For 
asset managers this is during pre-investment due diligence, impact measurement and evaluation, and 
sometimes during the investment management. For SPOs this is a more fluid, ongoing process. The below 
best practices shared by SPOs, intermediaries and journalists can therefore be useful for asset managers to 
consider during their field visits. 
 
Key considerations  
● Being Able to Speak Up: People should feel like they can speak up. Power dynamics cannot be ignored, 

rather communication must be designed to minimize barriers in communication that naturally arise 
from this.   

-  The CEO of an intermediary organisation that works with SPOs and has extensive prior experience 
working with entrepreneurs at the grassroots, shares that she would mandate that people in 
decision-making roles spend a week in the village they’re supporting, do more field trips and 
engage with the final beneficiaries. She notes that when she used to go on field visits, she would 

 
15 https://www.thinklocalactpersonal.org.uk/_assets/Resources/Coproduction/LadderOfParticipation.pdf 
16 https://e2c.how/ 

Listening Consulting/Engaging Co-design /                 
co-production 

Community-led /    
Exit to Community 
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make sure she met at least 5 people who didn’t believe in the enterprise so that she could 
understand the various nuances, adding that “Nobody is right or wrong.”  

- Another intermediary says that “Investors and funders need to go to the ground to 
understand...No amount of reporting beats going out there, planting yourself, having a country 
office to understand their needs. It needs to be done at every point - if you truly want to know 
what’s going on.” 

- Ihitashri Shandilya, founder of MITHILAsmita, an SPO in the artisan sector says that “it's important 
to interact with the artisans by being with them in their own rural set up, which I do very 
regularly. Many a times, it's assumed that, despite sitting in a metropolitan like Delhi, we 
understand the challenges faced by the artisans. The reality is that most of the time what we 
understand about them are our assumptions. Their aspirations and hopes are quite different.” 

 

 

● Convenience & Comfort: Meeting community members at a place, time and setting that is most 
convenient and comfortable for them can facilitate a safe and open space for dialogue.   

- The venue and timing of meetings can highlight or diminish power dynamics. Journalists who 
frequently cover stories on marginalised rural communities emphasize that they work around the 
schedules of those they are meeting. If they are hoping to speak to farmers, they meet them 
earlier in the morning when they have time before they go out to the fields.    

- A stakeholder with experience working with Self-Help Groups (SHGs) notes that members 
convene frequently and create a safe space where they not only manage their savings, but also 
share their challenges with each other. The interviewee notes that he wishes Microfinance 
Institutions (MFIs) would take the time to hear about the social and cultural challenges women 
face to tailor products and services that more effectively meet their needs.   

- Several stakeholders note the importance of anonymising the data to ensure the safety and 
comfort of respondents when they were conducting surveys and interviews.   

● Human to Human: Create the space and time to build trust and get to know each other on a human 
level rather than diving straight into structured, formal activities and questions.   

Spotlight: Karunar Kheti Trust   

Karunar Kheti Trust is a start-up nonprofit, founded in 2019. Its vision is to empower the 
rural communities of Assam based on the interrelated areas of education, healthcare, 
and livelihood. We spoke with co-founder Arjun Trivedi who shared that the Trust is 
focused on first listening and understanding the needs of the communities and building 
bottom-up solutions through community participation. In this way he has consciously 
chosen to avoid traditional models of growth that would require him to start with a 
solution before understanding the problem. However, he shared the many challenges in 
getting communities to share and get engaged given that they feel disempowered. Arjun 
says that building trust requires going a step beyond communicating and actually 
conducting activities collaboratively.  

“The first few years, at least for me, is more a relatively silent immersion in the depths 
of the ideas and challenges where words spoken are brave questions rather than 
answers, and in due time, profound theories emerge that encapsulate in written forms 
powerful truths, and sometimes the tersest of written form can encapsulate the 
deepest of experiences/observations!” - Arjun Trivedi   
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- An intermediary who often conducts activities with affected communities notes that the most 
interesting insights are often shared outside of the planned activity, when people are just hanging 
around talking: “That’s why we use more creative facilitation methods. Be creative on how we are 
eliciting responses that shine light on what we’re looking to answer. Sometimes we stay in an area 
and become friends with respondents - things that don’t come out of formal FGD studies - keep 
an eye out for unexpected moments.”   

- Priti David, Journalist and Education Editor at the People's Archive of Rural India (PARI) says: "We 
want to bring attention to the voices of rural people and marginalised communities - who form a 
sizable majority in India. We want young people especially, to grow up knowing and 
understanding the many realities of our country, to grow in empathy, not sympathy."  

 

 

● Transparency: Asking people to share their stories and views without further engagement can be very 
extractive. It is crucial to be transparent by introducing yourself, the organisation you are representing 
and sharing your intentions — why are you asking questions and what do you intend to do with the data 
gathered?   

- An intermediary shares that she is, “Always blown away by the generosity in these villages; often 
they don’t get paid for their time, we are using these insights to hopefully give them back 
something. We usually bring back the deliverables to share (if we are not able to compensate) so 
they know how their contributions have actually been useful.”  

- ElsaMarie D’Silva, founder of Red Dot Foundation (Safecity) says that it is important to be 
transparent with local partners and communities about your project and how it would benefit 
them, “Often, they are tired. It is the same groups who keep getting targeted for the different 
interventions.”   

● Grassroots Partnerships: As an outsider, communities may not feel comfortable to communicate 
openly with you. Spend time hearing from local organisations be they Community-based organisations 
(CBOs) or Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) that have built trust with the community, have 
knowledge on the context, and know how to engage meaningfully with community members. 

- An entrepreneur says that they collaborate with local CBOs and NGOs as they are best placed to 
know what the community needs and people feel like they can speak up with them, which is not 
always the case when outsiders come into communities and ask questions.  

Furthermore, working with local CBOs and NGOs helps them in connecting with and valuing the 
cultures and regions, and collaborating with local leaders who can make resources go farther and 
impact grow stronger.  

Spotlight: Sauramandala Foundation  

Sauramandala Foundation aims to improve the human development indicators of those 
living in India’s most remote and disconnected villages. Their first step is to live with the 
communities to be able to fully experience and understand the local context and 
challenges so that they are not presupposing a solution. Co-founder Naggakartik MP 
says that by being on the ground they are able to build higher levels of trust from the 
community, have more meaningful conversations and gather more insightful 
observations to truly understand the local needs. He emphasizes that they don’t use 
surveys or questionnaires as these make people feel unsettled. Following this process, 
the foundation then works with solutions providers to design or redesign and 
implement solutions on the ground based on the insights they have gathered.  
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- An intermediary notes that they always work with partners on the ground to recruit grassroots 
workers as they already have the trust of the communities and can set up meetings and conduct 
trainings for the recruits, who then conduct exercises within the communities.   

- Anshu Gupta at nonprofit Goonj, which works with rural communities, says they work with a few 
hundred grassroots partners, including CBOs, social entrepreneurs, small and mid-sized NGOs and 
schools. “They are the ears and hands for us, we learn through them. We don’t know the 
geographical and political scenarios of the different regions. We co-implement with them.”   

- The CEO of a hybrid SPO says they have had to rethink management structure. Given the size 
and decentralised nature of their organisation, their ability to hear feedback from the grassroots 
was becoming impaired. They have reorganised their management structures and processes to 
hold section heads accountable in feeding insights from the ground up and integrating that into 
the programs. 

 
CONSULTING & ENGAGING 

 
 
At this level, the views and feedback of communities are taken into account and influence the design or 
delivery of the product, service or intervention. 
 
Within impact investing, consulting and engaging with customers and communities is done directly by the 
SPO rather than the investors. However, investors have an important role to play in further supporting and 
incentivising organisations to consult and engage communities more deeply and more consistently through 
the investment timeline. Investors need to be aware and conscious of how SPOs can meaningful consult and 
engage with communities to be able to better support them.17 
 
Key considerations 
● Learning Mindset: Entering communities seeking to learn, rather than entering with fixed ideas on the 

challenges and the solutions to implement. 

- Anshu Gupta, Founder and Director at nonprofit Goonj says, “we never claim we know 
everything, we try to learn [when we enter communities].”   

● Transparency: Share information about your work and how it could benefit them or any risks that it 
may pose that can be collectively managed.   

● Grassroots Partnerships: Working with local partners, such as NGOs and CBOs, to use the existing 
infrastructure to provide localised and decentralised service delivery. This is also an opportunity to 
support and build upon the work of other organisations   

- A for-profit SPO that connects rural customers to quality products and services through a 
network of rural women entrepreneurs, collaborates with local NGOs and SHGs, paying them for 
their data, rent, and their time to recruit and onboard rural women. They are planning to scale to 
more communities and will continue to partner with local NGOs and SHGs to recruit and onboard 
these women.   

● Trust: If you are entering a new community, start by working on a less contentious issue to build trust.   

- Two SPOs working with rural communities say that they start by working on energy access with 
new communities as this is usually a yes/no question devoid of complex factors, and then once 
trust has been built, they try working on more difficult societal issues. 

- Red Dot Foundation (Safecity), an SPO tackling GBV starts by engaging communities on matters of 
girls and women’s health before diving into raising awareness on and mobilising against GBV.    

 
17 This is further discussed in the Investor-Investee section.   
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● Diversity: Be conscious of marginalisation within communities and groups that are more vulnerable and 
whose voices may not be heard as easily.   

- This is really important as highlighted by Arjun Trivedi from Karunar Kheti Trust: “For example, as 
much as we need to set up various modern vocational training centres where hundreds of rural 
youths can get trained for livelihood related opportunities, there must also be space for allow 
something more organic to grow from the context of rural India about which one cannot simply 
read a book of history to understand, listen to its problems in the news to build a solution, or 
project based on a social theory. We must have processes of learning about people, based on 
direct empathetic connections and experiences -- sometimes this lop-sidedness between top-
down and ground-up structures can also be seen along lines of how intellectual knowledge 
building outweighs experiential and empathetic connections to learn and understand, and 
arguing for the latter is very tough, even fundamentally because such is not the domain of words 
but experiences that must be shared!”    

- One way to do this is by consulting with or creating local community committees and ensuring 
equitable representation on them.  

 

Spotlight: The Emerging Markets Foundation’s (EMpower) Girls Advisory Council 
(GAC) 

EMpower believes girls can be – and should be – seen as experts on their own lives, 
capable of directing and leading change. They initiated and launched a Girls Advisory 
Council to put this belief into practice. They invited each of their adolescent girl-focused 
grantee partner organisations in India to nominate girl representatives to the Council. 
The GAC comprises 16 adolescent girls who advise on EMpower’s grant-making strategy 
in India and how to best meet the needs of adolescent girls.18 

 

 
18 https://empowerweb.org//assets/uploads/tools resources/653/putting_girls_at_the_center_empower_girls_advisory_council.pdf   

Spotlight: ONergy’s Village Energy Committees   

ONergy consults and engages local stakeholders including village panchayats, local 
entrepreneurs, SHGs and NGOs. They create Village Energy Committees (VEC’s), which 
often includes panchayat members, users, direct beneficiaries, school teachers and 
others, who can get local buy-in for their solar lighting solutions, and provide feedback 
and support during implementation and operations. They take special care of who they 
include in the VEC’s as there may be complicated local political dynamics at play. 
Furthermore, ONergy ensures their user manuals are adapted for those who cannot 
read or write. 
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CO-DESIGNING & CO-PRODUCING   
 

 
At this level, communities are partners involved in the design or from the design to implementation of the 
product, service or intervention. There is greater equity in the relationship than previous levels of 
engagement, facilitating two-way communication and collaboration. 
 
As in the engaging/consulting section, co-designing/co-production with communities falls within the realm of 
activity of SPOs, however investors can serve to facilitate this through the investment terms if they take into 
consideration what this actually requires of SPOs.  
 
Key considerations    
● Collaboration: There is respect and dignity for all stakeholders and the value that they are bringing to 

the table. Value-add is not seen in only monetary terms.   

- Anshu Gupta from Goonj emphasizes the importance of dignity and says that the act of charity 
cannot provide this. As an organisation they work with rural communities as “contributors”, who 
share their wisdom and skills in return for goods provided. “Trust of communities is never a 
problem if you take them as a stakeholder.” 

● Internal Agents of Change: Members of the community are the decision-makers designing and 
delivering interventions, with the support and backing of the organisation and/or funders.   

- Red Dot Foundation (Safecity), a non-profit organisation raising awareness on and mobilising 
against GBV, identifies people within communities to train as peer educators to initiate and lead 
activities within their community. The founder highlights that community members are best 
placed to hold sensitive conversations with members of their own community and initiate 
change.  

Spotlight: Frontier Markets   

Frontier Markets integrates grassroots feedback from both their rural women 
entrepreneurs and their customers in order to curate a catalogue of products that meet 
the needs of rural communities.   

At its inception Frontier Markets started by distributing solar lighting to rural shops. 
However, they soon realised it was difficult for rural customers to access and try these 
products. They launched a female entrepreneurship model, recruiting and training rural 
women —Sahelis— to go door-to-door to market, sell and deliver the products.   

The Sahelis provide distribution channels directly to village homes, and they provide 
crucial feedback on what products and services will do well. For instance, upon realising 
the solar lighting products had design flaws, frontier markets built a solar torch with 
their Sahelis.   

Frontier Markets now offers a range of products and services which have been curated 
by listening to and learning from their customers. Through digitisation customers can 
now provide direct and real time feedback on products and services, and Sahelis can 
provide remote customer support. Frontier Markets also works with product and service 
companies to identify products and advise on their design to meet the needs of rural 
customers at their target price point. 
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COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP   

 
 
The deepest level of engagement is to actually shift power to communities, through community 
representation and ownership within governance structures. This is applicable within impact investing and 
philanthropy, on the part of capital allocators and SPOs. 
 
Cooperatives are the most prominent model of community ownership. Founded in 1946 the Gujarat 
Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation GCMMF, branded as Amul, was the first successful business model 
employing low-income dairy farmers to professionally manage a supply chain. Amul spurred the ‘white 
revolution’ making India the world’s largest milk producer.20 Fabindia similarly has a community-based 
business model within the apparel industry, linking crafts-based rural producers to modern urban markets. 
 
However, the governance structures of these cooperatives need to be considered in greater depth. In his 
Forbes India article, M.S. Sriram says that GCMMF’s three-tiered structure consisting of village-level 
cooperatives, district unions and a federation, dilutes the voice that dairy farmers can actually have in the 
governance of the federation. The federation is governed by board members who “have only an upside with 
limited downside...They actually lose no capital, no loss if they lose a source that procures the milk that is 
produced. The ones who would shed tears at the fall of the brand would be those whose livelihood depends 
on the payments received from the milk co-operative.”21 
 
Governance structures within cooperatives can vary. An alternative to a centralised model is a distributive 
model of ownership. 
 

 
19 https://www.barefootcollege.org/solution/education/   
20 https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/The-promise-of-impact-investing-in-India.pdf p.14   
21 https://www.forbesindia.com/article/special/amuls-non-cooperative-movement/16882/1   

Spotlight: Barefoot College Children’s Parliament   

Barefoot College’ Shikshaniketan school has students actively participate in democratic 
processes inculcating values like leadership, critical thinking, and standing up for rights 
and against exploitation. Students elect their peers as Ministers within their very own 
Children’s Parliament. The Ministers assess problems in education, health, sports, 
environment, gender and attempt to find solutions and demand action. The Children’s 
Parliament takes the conversations on gender and sustainability to the realm of the 
underprivileged, thereby integrating bottom-up feedback which gradually translates 
into social action, at times, through student led campaigns.19  

Spotlight: EMpower Adolescent Girls Learning Community  

EMpower conceptualised and initiated two Adolescent Girls Learning Communities in 
Mumbai and Delhi, which are comprised of their local grantee partner organisations, 
and selected female mentors and girls. The Communities position and support 
adolescent girls as change-makers by training them in leadership and project planning 
skills so that they can design, lead, and implement community interventions and 
activities. Female staff from the grantee partner organisations are trained and serve as 
mentors to support the girl leaders’ activities and interventions.  
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EXIT TO COMMUNITY   

 
 
Even in business models that do not have community representation or ownership, SPOs as well as funders 
have to think about their exit strategies. While the exit strategy is something that investors think about and 
plan from the moment they consider an investment, this has not naturally been part of the process for 
donors within philanthropy. However, increasingly donors are pivoting to sustainable interventions that 
would eventually be self-sufficient and no longer require their funding. 
 
Asset managers we spoke to mention that they do look for responsible exit strategies to sustain and grow 
the impact created by their portfolio companies. Perhaps as a next step, asset managers could consider how 
they may facilitate their portfolio companies to exit to the communities.  
 
Priti David, Journalist and Education Editor at the People's Archive of Rural India (PARI) says: "In India, very 
often, developmental work at the village level is directed by outsiders who would like to transplant their 
ideas without taking into account ground realities. There are only a few organisations (NGOs) who actually 
work with local people and let them take the lead in decisions and solutions, and encourage the gram 
panchayat (village level decision-making body) to be empowered and take charge."  
 
The CEO at an intermediary organisation working with SPOs, says that community buy-in and participation is 
necessary to sustain impact beyond the finite lifespan of an intervention. “It is very difficult - we don’t invest 
time in it but that’s the way forward, that’s always been the way.” 
 
The non-profit entrepreneurs we spoke to highlights the importance of an exit strategy so that the outcomes 
of the intervention can be sustained and further built upon by communities. Below we highlight a few 
examples of SPO exits to the community. It is crucial to note that these exits to the community have been 

Spotlight: Distributed Ownership at Industree Foundation  

Neelam Chhiber, Co-founder and Managing Trustee at Industree Foundation, is a huge 
proponent of distributed ownership, which she describes as: “a company ownership 
model in which an enterprise is owned and run jointly by its members (i.e. the 
grassroots non-farm producers in the case of Industree), who then share its profits and 
benefits. It offers tremendous robustness, flexibility and, when properly executed, 
massive scalability.”  

Industree Foundation has incubated two women-majority, producer-owned companies 
— Bangalore GreenKraft and Ektha Apparel — through their model of deep hand-
holding the collectives to take the organisation from inception to self-sustainability. This 
involves following the Industree experimented approach of 6C framework: 1) 
construction & infrastructure 2) capacity building 3) access to capital 4) creation of 
innovative products and processes for value addition 5) market channels 6) connection 
through technology. In the six years to reaching global compliance standards GreenKraft 
scaled from 200 women producers to 1500 women producers and its revenue capacity 
rose from $150,000 to $1million in a single month. Producer member-owners of 
GreenKraft receive regular income, many for the first time in their lives, through wages 
(as well as social security and benefits), profit sharing at the producer company level 
and profit sharing from ownership of the brand. These women producers are also 
offered opportunities for skill development and career advancement, and many have 
risen to supervisory positions within the company.   
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done following a collaborative process whereby the communities were involved in the design and 
implementation of the intervention. 
 

- Red Dot Foundation (Safecity) is a non-profit organisation that crowdsources data on gender-
based violence (GBV) and conducts activities within communities to raise awareness on and 
facilitate mobilisation against it. Once they complete their awareness raising and community 
mobilisation interventions, they leave communities with the data that was collected, and the 
methodologies shared so that they can continue tackling GBV. Communities are thus better 
equipped to engage with the police and municipality. This exit to the community is made all the 
more effective given that Safecity trains peer-educators within the communities to raise 
awareness, design and lead mobilisation activities. 

- Anshu Gupta at Goonj says that rather than adopting a village, they seek to catalyse community-
led change: “If we have an exit strategy the community and local government can go further” and 
the community realises the value of themselves and the resources available around them. Gupta 
told us that it is very rare they have to go back to the villages to maintain or fix the development 
that was created because “the villages will have a sense of ownership — they choose to work on 
it”. A key reason for this is that the communities are the ones deciding what issue they want to 
address within their communities and are involved in deciding upon and bringing the solution to 
life, whether that is by building schools, irrigation canals or repairing roads.    
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5. INVESTMENT PROCESS    
 

 
This section looks at the impact investing process and highlights challenges from the perspectives of SPOs, 
and recommendations to overcome these challenges. 
 
Investment Timeline: 

 
 
*Impact measurement is briefly discussed in this section but will be expanded further in Section VI.  
 

CHALLENGES  
 

 
Our conversations with stakeholders highlighted the following gaps in funding as well as recommendations, 
which we have mapped against the investment process.   
 

GRASSROOTS ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
 
Both entrepreneurs and asset allocators say that while there are many SPOs doing great work at the 
grassroots, they are often not the ones that get noticed by accelerators and funders.   

- One impact investor mentions that companies located in rural areas are not as easily able to 
meet capital allocators and learn best practices on running companies. However, this investor 
recognises the strategic importance of rural social enterprises to target rural populations, as 
they are closest to and best understand the needs of the customers and communities. 

Rural entrepreneurship is not adequately encouraged and supported.   

- Neelam Chhiber, a veteran entrepreneur who has been working with rural communities for 
many years, explains the lack of progressive rural entrepreneurs in India: “To be an 
entrepreneur requires being able to take the risk. Most often it is seen that if you are able to 
take that risk, chances are you are “well-off” and have already migrated to urban India. Those 
that are well-off within communities are from family businesses who face pressure to work 
within the family. This is where there is a huge gap in new ideas or new ways of doing business, 
which simply can mean that the start-up ecosystem in Rural India has a gap and there is scope 
for attention.”  

Sourcing  
Several stakeholders say that there are certain types of SPOs that get the most traction. They are the ones 
that use impact buzzwords, are English-speaking and are good at communicating their story. 
→ Investors and accelerators could expand their pipeline by scouting entrepreneurs outside of Tier 1 cities  
→ Investors and accelerators could try to level the playing field for all entrepreneurs. For instance, ensuring 
their SPO application and presentation requirements focus more on assessing the team’s idea, knowledge of 
the issue area and customer base and competency in taking it forward. 
 
Investment Terms 
→ If funders do expand their pipeline to include grassroots and rural SPOs, they need to take the time to 
understand their needs and tailor investment terms accordingly, especially since most funders are based in 
tier 1 cities or outside of India. 
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- Two entrepreneurs running for-profit SPOs highlight that most impact investors investing in India 
are foreign, especially Limited Partners in investment funds, and they tend to know very little 
about India, let alone the local context where things change minute by minute.   

 
 

NON-FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND ASSISTANCE   
 
Entrepreneurs need more technical assistance to support their operations and be able to grow their 
companies to reach more beneficiaries. The challenges that social enterprises face are the same as any other 
start-up, e.g. internal reporting, tech systems, hiring, growth. 
 
Entrepreneurs working at the grassroots say that they need non-financial support such as communication 
skills to tell their stories more effectively, organisational development including support with human 
resources, networking opportunities, and business training and skills. 

 
Investment Management   
→ Investors need to consider financial support alongside non-financial support and may choose to provide 
this themselves or outsource to service providers with better suited expertise.   
 

CORE FUNDING 
 
A repeated frustration expressed by SPOs is they mostly receive short-term, program-related funding and 
not nearly enough core funding to build organisational capacity and build capacity within the communities 
they are working in themselves.  
 

- Anshu Gupta of the nonprofit Goonj notes that initially donors didn’t understand that they 
required funding for their operations and the organisation’s value-add extended beyond 
transferring products to people in need, to creating empowering systems of engagement.    

- Naggakartik MP, co-founder of Sauramandala Foundation says that social sector money in India is 
mostly tied to projects and programmes that seek to deliver specific quantitative outputs. They 
face difficulty convincing donors to fund their work which is focused on gathering insights from 
remote rural communities, or funding to support their organisational capacity “we need support 
to build the organisation...to improve the amount of impact we can create”. The entrepreneur 
says we “need to change the funding modality” as there still isn’t acknowledgement that the 
current predominant model of presupposing solutions isn’t working. Furthermore, he notes that 
it is very difficult to course-correct when funding is tied to projects.   

- The founder of an SPO says their donors typically have funding timelines of 1-2 years, but 
sustained behaviour change requires longer timelines. "What we struggle with most is people 
want to fund programmes, but they don’t look at core costs - unrestricted core funding for 
innovation and to sustain operations is needed.”   

 
Other entrepreneurs of non-profit organisations say they usually are only able to receive funding for 1-year, 
but say they wish donors could commit to longer periods of time of 2-3 years.   
 
Investment Terms and Management  
→ Investors need to fund capacity building and provide flexible, patient capital so that enterprises can be 
better placed to serve customers and communities over the long-term.  
 
Impact Measurement   
→ Investors need to ensure their impact measurement allows enterprises to prioritise meeting the needs of 
customers and communities that they are serving as opposed to their funders’ impact outputs. For instance, 
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investors could be more flexible on SPO’s impact outputs so that they can find and test the most effective 
way in working towards the impact outcomes. 
 

FUNDING SMALL ENTERPRISES 
 
There is a gap in the supply of funding for social enterprises in India that is too big for micro-finance, but too 
small and early stage to qualify for start-up funding. Enterprises that fall within this gap require different 
types of funding such as debt, and revenue-based funding as opposed to equity.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Investment Thesis and Terms   
→ Investors need to provide more debt funding solutions for smaller pre-seed A start-ups.  
 

ADDITIONALITY  
 
Entrepreneurs highlight that many impact investors that are achieving market rate returns are investing in 
things with positive externalities as opposed to real intentional impact that reaches the last mile.  

- Entrepreneurs emphasize that creating positive impact in rural India requires patient capital for a 
longer time horizon — beyond 5-years — until the enterprise can be self-sufficient and be able to 
absorb investment capital.   

- The CEO of a hybrid SPO notes that SPOs do not have access to loans at a reasonable interest rate 
in India and taking a loan with an 8-10% interest rate just isn’t ethical for nonprofits.   

- “For all countries that are rapidly transitioning from lower income to middle income - not all 
investments for the masses are truly additional - where do you draw the line as an impact 
investor?”   

- An intermediary says that DFIs and Impact Asset managers must shift their focus from crowding 
out commercial capital to finding opportunities that need that risk capital and patience to grow.   

- Ihitashri Shandilya, founder and CEO of MITHILAsmita, an SPO working with artisan 
entrepreneurs says that because the sector is still informal investors consider it too risky. For 
instance, there are no proof points or data sets for the sector yet and given that production 
usually takes place in households it is seen as too decentralised and unregulated. However, 
Ihitashri says there is high demand for artisanal products and the market opportunity needs to be 
better marketed to investors. 

 

 

 

THIS CONTRASTS WITH WHAT WE HAVE HEARD FROM INVESTORS 
 
According to our conversation with investors they see the following gaps in funding:   

• Most activities are in series A funding. There was a lack of pre-seed and angel 
capital, though this is slowly changing. 

• As companies grow, family offices, which are active in impact investing, do not 
want to play a role beyond series A. 

• There is nowhere for social enterprises to go from series B, either they need to 
be financially sustainable or viable for traditional VC.   
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Investment Thesis   
→ While certain impact investments can provide market rate returns and higher, in most of these cases 
impact is compromised. Investors need to be clear about their investment thesis. If they seek long-term 
systemic change, they need to lower their return expectations, and increase their risk appetite.22   
 

ZEBRAS 
 
Funders are focused on enterprises with a high potential to scale, meanwhile there are many enterprises 
that may not be built for scale but offer high-impact opportunities. An Impact asset manager says that 
Everyone is looking for ‘unicorns’ or ‘sexy tech start-ups’ “...but hardworking zebras are overlooked and left 
behind.”   

- An intermediary that works with SPOs says that the appetite to reach commercial scale is low 
among the entrepreneurs they work with, meanwhile investors and donors are looking for scale.   

- Priya Krishnamoorthy, founder and CEO of 200 Million Artisans, an SPO that is an ecosystem 
builder for artisan enterprises, says that they are not able to get any traction from investors 
because they cannot offer year-to-year growth. Further, the lack of data proof points and limited 
understanding of the artisan sector makes it challenging to gain confidence of the investor 
community. 

Investment Thesis   

→ Creating blended finance solutions. As a blended finance asset manager says this is how we can reduce the 
expectations on the investment side and show the huge potential on the philanthropic side. 
 
Impact Measurement   
→ Funders need to question what they define by success and rethink scalability to include not only the 
breadth of impact but also the depth of impact.  
 
 

 
22 Oxfam paper - the paper highlights that conversation around impact investing has been focused on proving that impact 
investments can provide returns that are market rate or higher, side-lining the fact that there are definite compromises between 
finance and impact.   
23 https://thousandcurrents.org/ https://www.ilo.org/newdelhi/areasofwork/informal-economy/lang-
en/index.htm#:~:text=Despite%20high%20levels%20of%20economic,informality%20in%20the%20formal%20sector.  

EXPLORATORY QUESTION  
 

How can funders rethink scalability within the context of an economy that is largely 
informal? 

“Despite high levels of economic growth during the past two decades, the 
informal economy in India still accounts for more than 80 per cent of non-
agricultural employment. Informality is found in both the traditional informal 
economy and – increasingly – through the growth of informality in the formal 
sector. Limited employment creation in the formal economy means that for 
many people the only alternative is to seek employment in the informal 
economy.”23   
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24 https://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1162/INOV_a_00187 
25 Ross Baird, Village Capital’s Peer Selection Model Empowering Entrepreneurs and Investors to Create Value Together 

Spotlight: Investees as Partners – Thousand Currents   
  
Thousand Currents is a funder that supports grassroots groups and movements through 
flexible and participatory grant-making and investing. Their processes and ways of 
working seek to shift power away from themselves as funders to communities. They 
have many pioneering approaches, but a simple but powerful practice is that they refer 
to and engage with the groups and movements they support as their partners. The 
relationship with their partners is based on mutual trust, respect and collaboration. As 
such they don’t have ‘site visits’, which denotes a hierarchy in the relationship, but 
rather set meetings with their partners with the same level of professionalism as any 
other partner.   
 

Spotlight: Process Innovation – Village Capital’s Peer Selection Model 24 

Through their peer-selection model, Village Capital has sought to transform the flawed 
traditional venture capital process by ensuring:   

1) The due diligence is a value-add for enterprises rather than a zero-sum game if they 
don’t get selected for investment   

2) Entrepreneurs interact with and focus on building for their customers rather than their 
investors 

3) The investment process is collaborative through peer-reviews.25 

Village capital’s model enables entrepreneurs to evaluate each other thus shifting the 
power dynamic between capital allocators and entrepreneurs “in a way that leverages 
the comparative advantage of each actor and enables them to create more value 
together [...]. While entrepreneurs do not have the formal training of analysts in venture 
capital firms, they are much closer, personally, to the customer problems being 
addressed. And, in most cases, they have a much stronger personal understanding of 
risk.” One of the findings of this approach was that “entrepreneurs were significantly 
more likely to highly rank female entrepreneurs than were the experts.”  

Village Capital has also replaced the traditional Investor Day that most accelerators, 
incubators and seed funds have with a Customer Forum, so that entrepreneurs can pitch 
to customers and receive real time feedback to iterate and improve their product.   
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6. IMPACT MEASUREMENT   
 

 
This section discusses the impact measurement practices shared by investors and SPOs. According to our 
conversations with stakeholders and industry research, impact reporting has increased over the past few 
years as investors are increasingly asking asset managers about impact. Although we did not investigate this 
in as much depth, the same can be seen within philanthropy. 
 

An Investor notes: “Investors are asking about impact targets being achieved. Impact reporting has been far 
more significant in the past few years compared to 5-7 years ago. We’re moving to showcasing more impact in 

impact investing.”  
 

The asset managers we spoke with stated they evaluated the impact of their portfolio companies through 
pre-investment field visits and then worked closely with the companies to set reporting requirements for the 
investment period. Very few firms mentioned that they’re adopting the metrics that social entrepreneurs are 
already measuring. 
 
Most of the finance-first asset managers measure impact at a high level, broadly analysing how their 
investees are targeting underprivileged populations. One of the asset managers only recently conducted 
interviews with beneficiaries of their portfolio companies. Impact-first funds seem to embed impact 
measurement more thoroughly within their investment process but remain flexible in their approach to 
measuring their investee’s impact. They prioritise frequent communication with companies as opposed to 
basing their analysis solely on specific impact metrics. One firm said it is important to understand that the 
expected impact outputs may change over time, and that impact can be difficult to attribute. 
 
Investor Demands vs. Impact Maximisation     
Asset managers state the key purpose of their impact measurement and reporting processes is to satisfy 
investor demands. This has catalysed a push for higher standards in impact reporting. Asset managers that 
position themselves as the first institutional investors in social enterprises work closely with portfolio 
companies to help them build out their data collection and M&E frameworks, which they say helps attract 
follow-on funding from bigger investors and donors. We have seen this being done in the philanthropy space 
as well, on the part of a family foundation. Some SPOs note that they appreciate the professionalism they 
have gained in their processes working with investors and funders. 
 
However, the increase in impact reporting requirements have also burdened SPOs, whose time and 
resources get detracted from maximising their impact (in both depth and breadth) to proving their impact. 
An investor says the challenge is when investors are too granular in their reporting requirements: “Impact 
reporting is viewed as an onerous task by portfolio companies. We will see change only slowly. The benefits 
of such impact reporting have not been readily accepted or understood - this needs to change.” The investor 
notes: “Structures like social impact bonds make it far more onerous to showcase the impact.” Two family 
office investors we spoke with emphasise that impact measurement practices have become too complex, 
requiring extensive time and resources from enterprises, but not serving to support and further their impact 
creation. They argue that we must return to leading with common sense, by focusing on measuring key 
baseline data and the tangible experienced by communities. 
 

- A social entrepreneur said that she prefers working with mainstream investors as impact 
investors still seek the same returns as mainstream investors, but take much longer to close the 
deals, and require a lot more time and resources from the organisation.   

- The founder of a non-profit organisation mentions an interest in impact investing, but says it is 
difficult to find investors that see social value beyond just the financials, and who don't have 
conditions such as taking a seat at the board “If you want to make an impact, don’t make an 
impact on the Board.”  
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- Arjun Trivedi, founder of Karunar Kheti Trust, a nonprofit that works with rural communities, says 
he isn’t looking for large amounts of funding yet because of the stringent reporting requirements 
that would require him to focus on delivering specific impact outputs instead of responding in the 
most effective way to the needs of the community. 

 
Funders need to ensure their impact measurement and management requirements serve to help enterprises 
create impact as opposed to channelling extensive time and resources to meet requirements that primarily 
serve to provide comfort to investors. 
 
Standardisation   
Unlike other geographies where impact measurement is more standardised with wider adoption of IRIS 
metrics for instance, approaches to impact reporting are less standardised in India. We heard from one asset 
manager that they are the only one using the IRIS metrics in India and they are advocating for greater 
standardisation in impact measurement within sectors and sub-sectors.   
Eighty percent of the 83 impact investors surveyed by the Global Impact Investing Network26 make use of the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for impact measurement. However, none of the asset managers we 
interviewed actively mentioned the SDGs.  
 
Breadth versus Depth of Impact   
Looking through the data from reports and websites there seems to be a gravitation towards the 
quantification of impact and a focus on the scale of impact in terms of number of beneficiaries reached, and 
less information on the qualitative factors including the depth of impact. 
 

- An Incubator that works with for-profit and non-profit enterprises says that commercial scale 
appetite among their entrepreneurs is low, while at the same time funders have unrealistic 
expectations: “There are many people at the top who really don’t know what impact means - 
when they ask for numbers, they would query why is the number the same as last year? They 
only understand impact as new numbers. 60-70% are people far removed from the ground.”  

- Priya Krishnamoorthy, founder and CEO of 200 Million Artisans: “Donors generally don't 
understand the potential of the artisan sector, but the mindset in India is starting to shift more 
towards ethical consumption. The marketplace is shifting quite fast, but the supply is not there. 
These enterprises are not built to meet traditional definitions of scale; scale is however possible if 
we take a decentralised approach.”   

- Arjun Trivedi, who founded the nonprofit Karunar Kehti Trust in 2019, says he is trying to keep 
the scale of expectations attached to funding down, and instead build something small in a 
material sense but big in social sense - by focusing on the idea that wisdom is everywhere, 
specifically within people and relationships. He notes that impact parameters will flow from this.   

- A social entrepreneur we spoke with says: “The trade-off between scale and quality — we 
weren’t really able to solve. Clarifying outcomes is beautiful for a model such as teacher-training 
that has outcomes that you can clearly articulate as a ‘north star’; but something like mentoring - 
we want the mentor to diagnose what the child needs. The diversity of impact was so large — 
tricky to put concrete metrics to capture the breadth. How can funding help articulate outcomes 
in an expansive way for deep and holistic impact?”  

- The CEO of a hybrid SPO says that impact investors need to be clear about the impact they want 
to see and focus not just on work outputs, but systems change. For instance, it is one thing to 

 
26 https://www.google.com/url?q=https://thegiin.org/assets/GIIN_State%2520of%2520Impact%2520Measurement%2520a 
nd%2520Management%2520Practice_Second%2520Edition.pdf&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1613663104946000&usg=A 
OvVaw2tPCC5aSZ0mJgTYyEwBc1w  
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help farmers increase agricultural outputs, but it is another level of impact to ensure the farmers 
are insured and have savings to withstand unforeseeable situations.   

- ElsaMarie D’Silva, founder of Red Dot Foundation (Safecity) says that they try to capture and 
measure the impact of their GBV awareness raising and mobilisation interventions by asking 
participants about changes in their levels of knowledge and awareness about the issue and their 
confidence in taking action. However, she notes, funders often focus on the number of people 
reached, as opposed to the depth of impact created.  

- Priya Krishnamoorthy, of 200 Million Artisans, says the current impact measurement base does 
not capture the intellectual property and the value of the skills that have been passed down 
through generations in the artisan sector. The artisans and labour force remain invisible. She says, 
“we need to not only educate organisations and communities on why they need to measure 
impact; we also need to go back to investors to educate them on the artisan sector.” Priya is 
currently working on a new approach to capturing impact created by her organisation by 
replacing impact measurement with impact communication, using qualitative data and 
storytelling to capture impact that cannot be quantified. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

  

 
27https://acumen.org/lean-data/  
28https://cep.org/assessments/grantee-perception-report/   

Spotlight: Acumen’s Lean Data27 

Acumen’s lean data approach seeks to break the cycle of approaching impact 
through a compliance lens by collecting data ex-post. Instead, they seek to use 
the impact data to tweak programs and lower the costs and logistics. 
Furthermore, their impact data comes directly from the customers themselves. 

Spotlight: The Center for Effective Philanthropy’s (CEF) Grantee and Applicant 
Perception Report (GPR28) 

  
Through a confidential online survey, the GPR allows funders to learn from actionable 
insights based on candid grantee feedback. The GPR puts these grantee surveys in 
comparative contexts so that funders can compare their performance with peers.  
 
Survey themes include: 

1. Impact on grantee’s fields, communities, and organisations  
2. Understanding of intended beneficiaries and challenges   
3. Interactions and communications with grantees  
4. Application, reporting and evaluation processes   
5. Assistance beyond the grant   

 
Note: Creating something similar for social enterprises to confidentially or anonymously 
rate their investors could be useful to shift the power dynamics and ensure that 
investors are accountable and meeting the needs of social enterprises.  
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7. Collaboration Between Impact Investing and Philanthropy   
 

 
Given the scale of social problems in India impact investing alone cannot be the solution. There is a need for 
grant and patient capital to reach the most vulnerable and marginalised communities. 
 
The philanthropic landscape in India is well developed and growing. According to a Bain & Company report 
(2019), total social sector funds grew at a rate of 11% from 2014 to 2019.29 Government spending continues 
to be the largest contributor in spending on the social sector. In terms of private funding, individual 
philanthropists are the largest contributor followed by CSR, and shrinking foreign funding restricted by FCRA 
regulations. 
 
 

Blended finance instruments such as Social Impact Bonds and Development Impact Bonds, which provide a 
combination of investment and grant capital, have been growing in popularity. Notably, India has been home 
to the Educate Girls DIB and The Quality Education India DIB.32 The latter launched in 2018 and is the largest 
education DIB in the world at $11 million. 
 
However, there is scope for further collaboration, including on knowledge sharing, research, distribution, 
network access and more. Stakeholders within the philanthropic landscape, including grassroots civil society 
organisations, nonprofits and funders have deep seated knowledge and expertise, local distributed 
infrastructure and networks and often long-standing trust built within the communities they are working in. 
Impact investors seeking to create long-term systems change can collaborate with the philanthropic sector 
to leverage their issues-based expertise. 
 
According to Brookings Institution, the largest amount of funds for impact investors come from the “others” 
category. In the sample, this category is dominated by “fund of funds” including insurance companies.33 

Endowment funds also contributes considerably to the fund pool with over $5 million coming from this 
category. Small contributors are government and other charitable institutions. Grant pool of a foundation 
has contributed only $0.2 million, and another $0.7 million coming from charitable organisations, and $0.9 
million from a private foundation endowment. From a source of funds perspective, there’s been limited 
collaboration to date between impact investing and philanthropy.  
 
Below we share views that were expressed by asset managers and SPOs to shed light on the appetite for 
greater collaboration between impact investing and philanthropy and highlight areas where this could be 
most effective. 

 
29 https://www.bain.com/insights/india-philanthropy-report-2019/  
30 https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/in/pdf/2020/02/india-s-csr-reporting-survey-2019.pdf   
31 https://csrbox.org/India_CSR_report_India-CSR-Report--Five-Years-and-INR-
100,000Crore_64#:~:text=Most%20of%20the%20research%20studies  
32 https://qualityeducationindiadib.com/   
33 https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-promise-of-impact-investing-in-india/   
 

CSR SPEND 

In the year 2018-19 8, 691 crores (about $1.2 billion) were spent on CSR, up from 5,115 
crore (about $700 million) in the year 2014-15, the first year after the CSR 
requirement.30 The total CSR spend since the 2014 CSR amendment until 2019 has been 
INR 50000 crore (around $6.8 billion) in FY 18-19. However, data reported by the 
Ministry of Corporate Affairs indicate that the total prescribed CSR fund has crossed INR 
100,000 Crore (around $13.7 billion) in FY 18-19.31 
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Many of the stakeholders we spoke to said that the impact investing ecosystem requires philanthropic and 
patient capital to develop further. Some pointed to the fact that even microfinance was initially funded 
mainly by grant capital from NGOs. 
 

FUNDERS’ POINT OF VIEW   
 

 
Finance versus Impact    
‘Finance first’ asset managers are quick and eager to differentiate themselves from philanthropy, 
emphasizing the financial rigour baked into their investment process and the market rate or higher returns 
they deliver to investors. When asked about collaboration with philanthropy, some asset managers said they 
are eager to see CSR regulations loosened to allow impact investments to be eligible within the 2% of 
average net profits over three years that corporations are mandated to spend on CSR. 
 
On the other hand, the ‘impact-first’ asset managers we spoke with recognize that impact investing alone 
cannot solve all the social problems in India, but rather must work alongside philanthropy particularly to 
target base of the pyramid (BoP) and rural communities, rural education and healthcare, and micro 
enterprises. Some of these impact-first asset managers are willing to compromise financial returns to that 
end, by providing patient capital. One ‘impact-first’ asset manager we spoke with, who invests smaller 
amounts in portfolio companies and doesn’t take a seat at the capital table, chooses not to invest alongside 
finance- first investors as they note impact would surely be compromised in favour of higher returns. The 
asset manager notes that they want to see a marriage between impact investing and philanthropy in India, 
however given the return attached to investing this is challenging. 
 
Competition for Capital   
While we have segmented asset managers into ‘finance -first’ and ‘impact-first’ for ease of reference to the 
differences in views and approaches, the segmentation between these firms is not completely clear-cut. 
Some asset managers do provide technical assistance to their portfolio companies. 
 

- Donors and intermediary organisations within the philanthropic landscape are concerned that 
increasing amounts of capital that used to come into philanthropy is being siphoned-off to impact 
investing. An intermediary shared: “Donors are becoming investors because of government 
regulations...Impact investors are not becoming donors unless they have to bail out companies. 
For me, it is a sad shift because there’s a segment of the population who can’t pay for these 
services...The overall grant pool will keep on reducing.” At the same time, due to regulations 
there is competition within philanthropy. Grantmakers who used to give money to NGOs are now 
becoming doers.   

- An asset manager who is creating blended finance solutions says that while capital owners are 
generally open to blended finance, the mandates given to the professionals managing their assets 
keeps investment and philanthropy siloed. He notes that this is the case for individual funders 
such as family offices and family foundations as well as larger institutional funders, where 
restrictions result in siloed programmes.   

- An intermediary working with funders in Asia notes that most families are either in the investing 
space or the philanthropic space and it is hard to work across the spectrum. Meanwhile another 
intermediary noted that international foundations are able to look at impact investing in a way 
that is not being done by domestic donors.   

- A fund manager and innovative finance service provider notes that the bottleneck to blended 
finance in India is “philanthropic capital which hasn’t moved in accordance with the need. They 
still have their own siloed programmes without moving innovative finance... Aid agencies and 
donors have their own restrictions. Innovative finance requires a reasonable scale (in the 
millions). We’re still working through it.” 
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Interviewees also mentioned the lack of government participation as another impediment to further 
collaboration between impact investing and philanthropy. 
 

SPOS’ POINT OF VIEW  
 

 
Some entrepreneurs running non-profit organisations expressed interest in learning about and leveraging 
impact investing to supplement grants. However, they feel they lack knowledge on impact investing and are 
not sure how best to experiment with it in a way that does not compromise their impact. 
 
Other non-profit entrepreneurs expressed a negative view of the impact investing landscape, sceptical of the 
intentions of impact investors and certain that their impact would be compromised for a return on 
investment. 
 
We spoke with a few entrepreneurs who have hybrid enterprises working to empower communities in rural 
India. They firmly argue that blended finance is necessary to reach the last mile and create real, intentional 
impact in India. However, they note that there is a segmentation between non-profit and for-profit 
enterprises, and stakeholders don’t know yet how to approach hybrid enterprises. An entrepreneur says that 
they have a revolving line of impact investments that they are able to offer decent returns on, but at the 
same time they are categorised within the NGO box and people get confused by this.   
 

 

POTENTIAL FOR COLLABORATION   
 

 
Many stakeholders we spoke to share their views on gaps in the ecosystem that require further collaboration 
between impact investing and philanthropy. We highlight their recommendations below. 
 
Deep Impact   

- Founders of hybrid SPOs that we spoke with emphasise that blended finance is required to 
facilitate deep impact, such as behavioural change, which doesn’t have an immediate financial 
return, but a return to the ecosystem in the long term in the form of impact and positive 
economic sustainability. 

 

Spotlight: The Artisan Sector  

The respective founders of 200 Million Artisans and MITHILAsmita, SPOs within the 
artisan sector, expressed an interest in impact investing, hoping to transition their 
nonprofits into for-profit enterprises that can give dignity and a sustainable income to 
artisan producers. They emphasised that they require philanthropic and patient capital 
for the first few years of operations until they can absorb any investment capital. Given 
they produce or support producers of hand-made artisan products, which are made at a 
lower scale, they require more time to break even. The entrepreneurs noted that when 
they do seek investment capital they will require funding that falls in the middle of 
microfinance and start-up capital in the range of 10k-100k. Moreover, they will require 
revenue-based funding and debt rather than equity. Even once they are ready to seek 
investment capital the entrepreneurs noted that they face the challenge of investors not 
taking the artisan sector seriously, given the small scale of operations and the lack of or 
incremental of year-to-year growth in comparison to other sectors.   
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Early Stage  
- Neelam Chhiber, founder of Industree Foundation a hybrid organisation working with rural 

communities in the livelihoods sector, says that grant and patient capital is the more suitable 
form of capital for early stages enterprises, after which investments should be used to drive scale.   

- Priya Krishnamoorthy , founder of 200 Million Artisans, says she will only seek patient and 
philanthropic capital for the first two years of operations, until they are ready to absorb 
investment capital.  

 
Rural Populations   

- An incubator: “We tell our companies that if you work with rural customers, it may be better to 
be a nonprofit because most can’t pay for these services.”   

- Ihitashri Shandilya, founder and CEO of the SPO MITHILAsmita, says that rural artisans have social 
welfare needs that need to be recognised. She realised that the artisans she was working with 
were in need of lighting solutions for their homes so that they could work without straining their 
eyes. She brought solar lighting to the communities as a nonprofit initiative.   

- An entrepreneur of a for-profit SPO says they would like to be able to seek grants to be able to 
conduct research and development to optimise products for their rural customer base.   

- Co-founder and CEO of an energy SPO emphasizes: “When we are working in rural areas we can’t 
see everything from a commercial basis…there are so many challenges - everything has a cost. If 
you wrap all those costs, then the price point will not be viable - the burden can’t just be 
transferred to the end-users.” The SPO emerged from a foundation that provides training and 
support to the communities they work with.  

- The founder of an SPO highlights that she works alongside local non-profit organisations as they 
already have local infrastructure and reach within rural communities. She pays these locally 
based NGOs, paying them for their data, time and recruitment and onboarding of local women 
for her organisation. She adds that at the same time, they as a social enterprise are able to 
engage with communities “as dignified customers”, whereas the NGOs engage with them as 
beneficiaries. 

 
 Targeting BoP and “missing middle”   

- Investor: “PE and VC cannot work alone for Base of Pyramid (BoP). Philanthropy is needed to 
solve problems where there are genuine market failures.”   

- Investor “Impact investing scratches the surface of the BoP markets, whereas philanthropy is 
deep within those markets.”  

- Investor: “There is a huge opportunity to target the missing middle through blended finance. 
Micro enterprises (mom and pop shops) don’t have collateral or a business plan beyond a year, so 
it's very risky to provide them with long-term capital. Neither philanthropy or private capital 
alone can help. It requires smart subsidies where grants can be used more than once. Donors 
should provide the initial grants to subsidise operation and management of loan activity.”  

 

Subsidised Sectors 
- An investor notes: “Certain sectors such as education and healthcare should not be looked at 

with the aim of making a return. These are highly subsidised sectors in developed countries, yet 
in developing countries we expect to make a return.” 

 
Fund Economics    

- A blended finance asset manager we spoke with highlights the problem of fund economics which 
prevents investment capital reaching smaller size enterprises. As no one wants to compromise on 
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the 2% management fee for funds, ticket sizes of investments have to increase to make the fund 
financials work. He recommends philanthropy stepping in to absorb the higher risk. 

 
Risk-Return spectrum   
Fifty percent of Indian impact investors surveyed by Brookings Institutions, rated appropriate capital across 
the risk-return spectrum to be a significant challenge. Impact investors globally have also expressed this as a 
significant challenge.34 Blended finance offers a means for investors to invest across the risk-return 
continuum. However, this opportunity has yet to be taken up by stakeholders. 
 
A blended finance asset manager mentions the difficulty in finding interest among both investors and 
funders because of the segmentation in return expectations. Investors (including impact investors) deemed 
their product too impact-driven, and philanthropists deemed it too profit-driven. “The biggest challenge is 
that everyone is in fear of distorting markets. But I don't know why? Because we are talking about a failed 
market anyway! In fact, you would actually be building a market!” 

 

 

 
34 https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/The-promise-of-impact-investing-in-India.pdf   

Spotlight: Beyond Capital 

Beyond Capital is a non-profit impact investment fund. The fund receives donor capital 
that is invested in early-stage enterprises in India and Africa. The returns from these 
investments are reinvested to achieve impact multiple times over. The fund targets 
social enterprises perceived by those outside the market to carry higher risk and which 
at the same time cannot raise funding from the local ecosystem because of insufficient 
capital availability. Beyond Capital’s donors seek tangible impact and long-term growth 
of their companies. 

Spotlight: Thousand Currents’ Buen Vivir Fund  

The Buen Vivir Fund seeks to promote financial models and practices that support 
communities’ holistic wellbeing, as opposed to focusing solely on maximising investors’ 
capital accumulation.  

Rather than those with the money imposing terms, the Buen Vivir Fund investment 
model identifies lending practices developed by grassroots groups themselves that are 
already proving effective on the ground. Together, the Buen Vivir Fund members uplift 
and apply these practices to the level of a global investment fund. The Fund provides 
both loans and grant capital. 

Spotlight: Access Foundation for Social Investment  

The Access Foundation for Social Investment is an example of a UK fund that is 
supported by philanthropic capital. Access was launched by the Big Society Trust (BST) in 
2015 with the support of its partner, the Big Lottery Fund (now the National Lottery 
Community Fund), Big Society Capital (BSC), and the Cabinet Office - with an 
endowment (£60 million expendable endowment from DCMS to achieve total impact) 
and gives grants to build the social investment market in a range of programmes. 
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ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON ECOSYSTEM   

 
 
Finally, stakeholders have shared some additional thoughts on the ecosystem that do not fit into the 
previous areas highlighted in this report. These are emerging, overarching areas to consider. 
 
Need to incentivise collaboration    
Two family office investors emphasise that enterprises would save extensive time and resources if funders 
shared their pipelines and due diligence materials with each other. Both of these investors share their 
analysis and diligence materials with other interested funders. Speaking of the funders active in India one 
investor says: “All the players know each other at a high level, but they not yet orchestrating on the day to 
day. It’s exciting to think what can happen [when that becomes a reality].” They further note that adding a 
financial incentive is the only real way of facilitating the further collaboration required to affect real change. 
The investors also highlight that there is a need for further knowledge sharing and collaboration between 
entrepreneurs, and they are playing a role in facilitating and incentivising this.  

 
Need to acknowledge failures   
Anshu Gupta, from Goonj, notes the stakeholders within the ecosystem need to take ownership and 
accountability of failures. “How many of us can actually acknowledge when things fail? When our intentions 
are pure, but we still fail.” Gupta says the approach of funders and entrepreneurs thinking that they know 
everything has been proven invalid, and he asks: “How are we not challenging our approaches?” He says 
that he doesn't see things changing, unless people are forced to change, and even then, the change is 
neither big enough nor based on deep reflection. 
 
Need to consider systemic enablers  
An entrepreneur says there needs to be a shift from searching for a pipeline of deals to being more mindful 
about the issues that we are tackling. For instance, operational and infrastructure issues are often 
overlooked. Similarly, Nagakarthik MP from the Sauramandala Foundation, notes that public transport and 
infrastructure require more attention and funding. He adds that gender roles affect many areas of life in 
rural communities, including land ownership, and these dynamics although less talked about are very 
important to understand to design solutions accordingly. 
 
Need to consider data and technology   
There is a lack of accurate and reliable data on rural populations. This data can help inform funders and 
entrepreneurs. ElsaMarie D’Silva, founder of Red Dot Foundation (Safecity), is disrupting methods of tackling 
GBV by using tech and data but she says, “donors don’t have a benchmark to reference what we do — they 
want to fit me into a box.” There is an opportunity for donors and investors to leverage on the burgeoning 
developments of the technology sector, especially in India.  
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8. CONCLUSION 
 

 
There is lots to say about how to improve the impact investing ecosystem in India. We realise that a lot of 
people are in a better place to make systems-level recommendations such as how to address the mismatch 
between investors and investees in terms of return expectations, how to catalyse blended finance, and how 
to promote collaboration between philanthropy and impact investing. Hence, while we have captured 
findings extensively, we don’t feel that we can add the most value there. 
 
When we embarked on this research our ‘north star’ was to consider how impact investing could go from 
‘good’ to ‘transformative’, to unveil how this is already being done and highlight potential areas for 
improvement. From our perspective, good impact investing is when we can maximise social impact on the 
most marginalised - to achieve equitable development. Meanwhile transformative impact investing is when 
we can go beyond delivering outputs that positively affect communities, to create inclusive processes and 
practices that empower communities from the get-go. 
 
The conversations we had with stakeholders unveiled how they are thinking about and how they are able to 
respond to the needs of end-communities (directly or indirectly), and how the ecosystem enables or disables 
them in being able to focus on delivering value to those that are being impacted - the customers and 
communities. 
 
We sought to create space for stakeholders to openly share their approach and experiences, and thoughts 
on the larger ecosystem with regard to solving for and with end-communities. The conversations were 
insightful, inspiring, moving and even heart-breaking at times. We are so grateful for how open everyone 
was in sharing both the successes and the failures they have experienced and seen. We were only able to 
listen and learn deeply because of how deeply stakeholders shared with us. 
 
While there was so much that we learnt from these conversations it feels like we only just scratched the 
surface when it comes to taking stock of where we are now and mapping a route towards yet more 
transformative practices and processes. We hope that this report can contribute to more in-depth 
conversation and work on community ownership, voices and agency which remains a side-issue in impact 
investing in India, and indeed globally. 
 
Crucially we hope that we can foster an ecosystem conducive to deep-learning and deep-sharing between 
stakeholders, and that end-communities can be fully included as key and equal stakeholders. 
 

MAIN FINDINGS 

• Impact investing has grown but it has not been able to solve the most entrenched 
social issues in India  

• Most impact investors engage with customers and end-communities during their 
due diligence of SPOs, but not regularly throughout the whole investment cycle  

• SPOs are listening to, engaging and co-designing with end-communities. Funders 
can design their investment terms to better support entrepreneurs solve for and 
alongside communities  

• Underfunding of rural social enterprises and those that focus on Base of Pyramid   

• Impact investors moving to bigger ticket sizes and shorter exit horizons  

• The Impact ecosystem is siloed. There is a need for further collaboration amongst 
and between funders and entrepreneurs, as well as Impact investing and 
philanthropy  
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9. RESOURCES, TOOLS & FRAMEWORKS   

 
 

PARTICIPATORY PRACTICES   
 

 
Whilst listening to community voices is a necessary first step to more equitable engagement, it is worth 
noting that listening alone without further engagement (consulting, co-designing, co-producing) changes the 
nature and quality of what would be shared by community members. More importantly, while the intention 
may be to tailor products/services to the needs of customers and communities, asking people to share 
information about themselves, their views and experiences and walking away with all that personal life 
‘data’ is by its very nature very extractive. 
 
Participatory approaches, whereby you shift the relationship between capital allocators and affected 
communities can be better understood in the below figures.  
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Fig. 2 Co-Production Ladder   
 
The Jemez Principles for Democratic Organizing were created to form a common understanding between a 
diverse group of representatives who gathered in December 1996 in Jemez New Mexico for a Working Group 
Meeting on Globalization and Trade.35 The principles highlighted have been used as a framework to think 
about any form of democratic organising. They can be utilised to rethink processes and structures within 
impact investing and philanthropy. 
 

1. Be inclusive   
2. Emphasis on bottom-up organising   
3. Let people speak for themselves   
4. Work together in solidarity   
5. Build just relationships among ourselves   
6. Commitment to self-transformation 

 

PROCESS METRICS   
 

 
Ensuring dignity and respect in whatever form of engagement is pursued is necessary. Crucial to this is 
awareness of power dynamics and efforts to dismantle these. Relationship building and the use of process 
metrics can be effective to this end. 
 
In this report we highlighted current challenges within and recommendations for more equitable 
engagement between stakeholders and end-communities, as well as between funders and SPOs. Many of 
the challenges shared in both of these sets of relationships tie back to the power dynamics which are further 
intensified in the current processes. This is an area we did not speak to impact investors in great detail 
about, but we think this is a future area to consider if impact investing in India truly wants to address 
challenges faced by the most marginalised in society. 

 
35 https://climatejusticealliance.org/jemez-principles/   
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The Criterion Institute, a leading think-tank on gender lens investing, has published a guide36 to support 
investors to analyse power dynamics in investing.  
 
This includes the adoption of process metrics, indicators that allow an examination of progress on gender or 
social equity overall. According to Criterion Institute, process metrics are particularly important in designing 
a transformative investment model that seeks to promote equity, as social equity stems not only from 
improved access to resources and decision making but control over these aspects. This chimes with the 
theoretical model of empowerment by feminist economist Naila Kabeer37, that looks not only at access to 
resources and achievements, but also agency. We summarise the Criterion Institute’s power dynamics 
framework and example metrics below. 
  

Category  Definition   Example Metrics  

Knowledge  Knowledge dynamics 
determine which skills 
and experience are 
valued across 
investments.  

• Months/years of experience by wholesalers 
or intermediaries working with target 
communities   

• Hours/days spent on knowledge transfer 
to/from SPOs, including time spent 
listening to and mentoring SPOs  

Access  Access dynamics have 
one party (typically 
investors) determining 
who is considered 
‘worthy’ to access 
capital and resources.   

• Percentage of funding allocated to fund 
managers and intermediaries that are led 
by underrepresented groups   

• Percentage shift in accessibility gauged as 
growth in funding towards 
underrepresented groups as share of 
overall social finance sector  

Decision Making  Decision making 
dynamics determine 
who holds power across 
each process  

• Number of members from affected 
communities present on investment 
committees or key decisionmaking bodies 
with equal voting power or equitable voting 
structures   

• Number of women involved in decision-
making (as at least 50%)  

• Number of women with additional 
intersectional identities involved in 
decision-making   

Timing  Timing dynamics 
determine whose time 
frame matters  

• Length of each phase of application 
process, deal sourcing, capacity building, 
due diligence, deal 
structuring/negotiations, and fulfillment   

• Expected delivery time for capital 
movement compared to actual delivery 
time of capital  

 
36 https://criterioninstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/Process-Metrics-that-Analyze-Power-Dynamics-in-Investing.pdf 
37 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1467-7660.00125 
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Timing  Timing dynamics 
determine whose time 
frame matters  

• Length of each phase of application 
process, deal sourcing, capacity building, 
due diligence, deal 
structuring/negotiations, and fulfilment   

• Expected delivery time for capital 
movement compared to actual delivery 
time of capital  

Transparency  Transparency dynamics 
determine what the 
process of information 
sharing looks like, and 
which parties gets to 
know what, when  

• Percentage of processes in which there are 
information resources readily available and 
accessible for all stakeholders  

• Rates of satisfaction by intermediaries and 
SPOs with the capacity building, due 
diligence, deal structuring, and fulfilment 
processes  

Risk Sharing  Risk sharing dynamics 
determine whose risks 
are prioritised and what 
risk sharing measures 
should be taken to 
achieve balance.   

• Expected returns for investors compared to 
expected returns to the community  

• Percentage of risks to community identified 
/ directly addressed  

Alignment / Incentives  Alignment dynamics 
further determine what 
is valued by dealmakers 
by deciding which 
stakeholders are 
provided structural 
incentives to fulfil 
which objectives of the 
social investment and 
how impact and 
financial objectives 
might be balanced.   

• Percent of funds SPOs and affected 
communities are paid in exchange for their 
time   

• Rates of improvement to community 
conditions post-investment (individualised 
to target impact of each deal)   

  
  


